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The Journeys without Maps report 

discussed the changing nature of 

work for older Australians, and the 

dynamics of working later into your 

sixties, and seventies and beyond. 

While more Australians are willing 

to work longer, their motivations 

and needs are different. 

We’ve identified three distinctive 
new approaches to work for 

those over 50. This guide looks 

more closely at the concept of 

‘seniorpreneurs’ – people who start 

new business ventures later in life.

YOUR GUIDE TO BECOMING  
A SENIORPRENEUR
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WHAT IS A 
SENIORPRENEUR?

Given we are living longer, and potentially facing a shortfall in retirement 

income or expectations, it’s no surprise more older people are choosing 

to run their own business. 

In fact, seniorpreneurs are the fastest growing segment of business startups. Entrepreneurs aged 

50 to 65 have a faster-growing rate of entrepreneurial activity than those aged 20-341.

They may start a solo enterprise, as consultants, brokers, agents or freelancers, or team up with 

a few partners to create a new business venture. They may even sow the seeds of a new global 

empire: Harland Sanders started his KFC empire in his 60s and Ariana Huffington was 54 when 
she founded Huffington Post.

So forget the myth that successful start-ups belong to the young. All it takes is a good idea, some 

self-belief – and perhaps some financial backing. The networks, resources and expertise you’ve built 
up over decades of work will be an advantage as well.

1 Maritz, A. Senior Entrepreneurship in Australia: An Exploratory Approach International Journal of Organizational Innovation 01/2015; 7(3):6-18. P.8
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What makes a good 
seniorpreneur?

Often, older people are in a better position 

to start a business – given entrepreneurs are 

defined as those willing to put their capital (and 
time) at risk for potential future gain. Your life 

lessons, including previous failures, help you 

understand and mitigate the risks involved, and 

you can take a more balanced perspective of 

the non-financial benefits to running your own 
show – including more flexibility for lifestyle 
and health. You may have some savings to invest 

– and you may also have the time to invest in 

managing all aspects of your business.

If you want to do 

something with 

your life, never listen to 

anybody else, no matter 

how clever or expert they 

may appear. Keep your 

eyes open and your ears 

shut and, as the Americans 

say, go for it.

Sir Michael Caine  
still working at 81
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Having started as a secretary, 

Jan worked her way up the 

corporate ladder to become a 

director at Merrill Lynch in the UK. 

By 2001 she was living Sydney, ‘having 

a ball’ working 14-hour days and 

travelling around Asia and beyond. 

But the long hours took their toll. Once 

Jan married she wanted to avoid another 

overseas posting so, when she saw an ad 

looking for people to start up a wellness 

business, she reconnected with her old 

dream of being an entrepreneur. 

Like many startups, she squeezed her 

business activities around her job until she 

got three months’ long service leave. Two 

weeks in, she knew she wasn’t going back.

It wasn’t all plain sailing, and there was plenty 

of fear. ‘But the minute I left Merrill Lynch it 

was as though the corporate blinkers came 

off and I saw the whole world for what it 

really was. I thought, ‘Oh my God, aren’t I 

lucky? I nearly missed out on life.’’

She loves the excitement of being in business, 

but it’s also scary and sometimes lonely. There 

were new skills to learn – sales and marketing, 

IT, and how to be a one-woman show. 

STORIES OF SUCCESS

Jan, 57
‘Don’t leave it too late.’
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I have a brain which still 

functions, a body which is wearing out a bit yet 

is still in order. I don’t want to be told what I 

should be doing for the rest of my life. I enjoy 

working and yet would like to work three or four 

days a week rather than full time. I am 

seeking work life balance.

A Melbourne Seniorpreneur

‘I was used to saying ‘Jump’ and everyone 

responding ‘How high?’ – now it’s ‘Who do you 

think you are?’’ She did some training to bridge 

her skill gaps, joined a few networks, had some 

business coaching – and started to thrive. 

Jan believes her age is a big advantage. It gives 

her confidence and experience, and clients 
love seeing someone who knows what’s 

what. As she says, ‘I understand them and I 

can be empathetic, but I can also kick them 

up the butt if they need it.’

Jan’s advice for others? Pick your timing, do 

it when you can afford to take a little bit of a 

risk. ‘Don’t leave it too late. And remember 

that there’s no such thing as failure: it’s all 

feedback and learning.’ She believes many 

people give up too early, and you need to 

build a strong support network around you 

to keep going.

 ‘I think that ‘success’ changes as we go 

through different life phases,’ she concludes. 

‘When I was younger success was climbing 

the corporate ladder and the title and pay 

that went with it. Now it’s having quality time 

with my family, husband and friends, and it’s 

the autonomy to run my business the way I 

want to and still see money coming into my 

bank account.’
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IS SENIOR

PRENEURSHIP 

RIGHT FOR 
YOU?

The motivations to start your 

business vary. For some, it 

starts with an idea or a passion. 

Others may be more pragmatic: if 

you’re made redundant in your 50s and 

finding it hard to break through the 
well-documented age discrimination in 

recruitment, running your own business 

may feel like the only way to secure an 

income. And for some, it’s a chance to 

fulfill a long-held ambition, or discover a 
new way of working on their own terms.

The important thing to remember is that 

it’s never too late to start a business. 

Entrepreneurial thinking

We discussed the impact of ageing on our 

brains in the Journeys without Maps report. 

Research has found that older people record 

higher levels of ‘crystalised intelligence’ – 

wisdom gained through experience and 

verbal reasoning ability. While younger 

people may have a slight edge in developing 

innovative solutions in some areas (most 
pure mathematicians don’t suddenly spark 

at 60), this does not preclude your cognitive 

ability to create. For inspiration, check out 

98-year-old Millie Browne, the world’s oldest 

app developer, who got her first iPhone at 
the age of 93 and created a word game app 

while in hospital1.  

Being open to new experiences is the 

key – and balancing that with well-earned 

wisdom may give you the upper hand 

when it comes to calculated risk taking.

1Elissa Doherty, Herald Sun April 18 2015
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The important thing 

to remember is that 

it’s never too late to 

start a business. 
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First, you need an idea. So where will that come from? Here are a 

few ways to identify the perfect match for your skills and interests.

Look for a gap in the market 

Find an unmet need or a problem to solve. For 

example, you may see an area where your own age 

group is under-serviced, as 67-year-old real estate agent 

Barry Osborne did when he focused on packages for 

downsizing pensioners1.  

Turn your passion into profit
If you have a hobby or interest that produces something 

people are willing to pay for, you’re on your way to creating 

a business you’ll love running.

Ask your friends

Picture your ideal working environment, from types of customers to the hours and 

resources you put in, and then reach out to your network. You may be surprised by their 

insight into your own capabilities – and their willingness to help you get started.

1 Alexandra Utting, Courier Mail, April 26 2015 

GETTING YOUR NEW 
BUSINESS STARTED

idea
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Look for patterns in your work history

Write down your major life experiences, from childhood, and what you accomplished 

at each stage. What skills did you learn, what relationships did you form? You may see a 

pattern that will lead you to your next big idea.

Other sources for ideas might include your travels (Boost Juice is just 
one successful Australian business started after seeing a new market 

opportunity overseas), or franchise operations.

Once you have an idea you need a plan. A good business coach 

can help you with this, and also give you confidence to keep 
going by identifying the core capabilities you already have to 

bring your idea to life, the gaps where you may need extra 

training, and areas you should consider outsourcing.

At every stage, a community of like-minded people can be your 

lifeline. Tap into your existing network, and reach out to new 

seniorpreneur networks to share ideas and stay motivated.
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HELP WHEN YOU 
NEED IT
Looking for more information and support 

before you start your business? Our one-day 

Kickstart Your Business Idea workshop is 

the answer. It will give you tools to make the 

right decisions for your skills, resources and 

needs – and find your brilliant idea.

For regular updates and seniorprenuer insights: 

Find out more at www.joannamaxwell.com.au/workshops 

Follow me @joannabmaxwell
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You can also follow their activities

Facebook 

facebook.com/SeniorPreneurs 

Twitter  

@SnrPreneurs

eProv Studio is leading a global 

‘Experienced Economy’ movement, 

connecting individuals, organisations, 

corporations and governments 

around the world. 

Visit www.eprovstudio.com to find 
out about its workshops, research 

and other activities.

USEFUL RESOURCES

Join the Seniorpreneurs Foundation 

and meet up with like-minded older 

entrepreneurs in your capital city, 

including:

• Sydney

• Melbourne

• Adelaide
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